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WELCOME TO KG 



PONGAL CELEBRATION

On January 11th, our school radiated with vibrant hues as

children donned colourful traditional attire to celebrate the

joyous Pongal festival. Our dedicated teachers shared insights

into the rich traditions and culture of Tamil Nadu, enlightening

the young minds about the significance of Pongal. Gratitude

towards the sun and the bountiful harvest was expressed through

various rituals, and the atmosphere was filled with excitement as

students from each class showcased traditional dances.

Enthralled by the festive spirit, some children couldn't resist

joining in, adding their own moves to the celebration. The

highlight of the day was a mesmerizing display of folk dances,

showcasing the unity and diversity of our cultural heritage. To

add a touch of creativity, children engaged in crafting activities,

making sugar cane crafts, decorating Pongal pots, and designing

cow face masks. Traditional games echoed with laughter and joy

as the children immersed themselves in the spirit of Pongal. The

entire school resonated with enthusiasm as the young hearts

embraced the festivities, creating memories that will be cherished

for years to come. Pongal at our school was not just a

celebration; it was a cultural journey that left a lasting impact on

our students.

NURSERY,JR.KG, SR.KG  – 11.01.2024



FEATHERED FRIEND DAY  

On January 22nd, the Nursery tiny tots took center

stage in a special event - Feathered Friend Day!

Our dedicated teachers transformed the day into an

avian adventure, teaching the little ones the

importance of caring for our feathered companions.

The highlight of the day was a hands-on session

where the teacher crafted a bird feeder,

demonstrating how to provide food and water for

wild birds. Enthusiastically, the children took turns

embodying their favourite birds, adding a touch of

playfulness to the educational experience. The

young bird enthusiasts were treated to a captivating

video showcasing various birds, accompanied by

the delightful sounds they make. This auditory and

visual feast sparked curiosity and wonder in the

minds of our Nursery stars. Creativity soared as the

children engaged in a bird-themed origami craft,

creating beautiful feathered friends of their own.

Laughter and joy echoed through the nursery as

everyone embraced the spirit of the event.

Nursery  – 22.01.2024



FOLIAGE FROLIC DAY
Jr.KG– 23.01.2024

On January 23rd, the lively ambiance of JRKG was filled

with joy as our little ones immersed themselves in the

celebration of Foliage Frolic Day. Led by our enthusiastic

teachers, the children embarked on a journey to discover the

wonders of nature, exploring the importance of various

seasons and the beauty held within. The classroom buzzed

with excitement as the teachers shared insights into the

diverse plants and trees associated with each season. An

engaging lesson unfolded about the significance of harvest

festivals celebrated throughout our country, offering a

glimpse into the rich tapestry of traditions and cultures. The

highlight of the day was the spirited performances by the

children, showcasing various harvest festival dances that

captivated the audience. It was a delightful spectacle that not

only celebrated the bounty of each season but also exposed

the young learners to the cultural diversity across different

regions. In a hands-on activity, the children crafted flower

hangings, not just enhancing their fine motor skills but also

allowing them to express their creativity. The day was a

harmonious blend of education and fun, leaving the children

with a deeper appreciation for nature and the seasons that

shape our world. Foliage Frolic Day at JRKG was more than

a celebration; it was an educational



SEASONAL FESTIVITY DAY 
Sr.KG –24.01.2024

On January 24th, the vibrant spirits of the children at SRKG soared

as they indulged in the celebration of Seasonal Festivity Day. Our

dedicated teachers led the way, delving into the tapestry of various

seasons and the associated festivals that colour our lives. The

classroom buzzed with excitement as teachers enlightened the eager

minds about the unique characteristics of each season, focusing on

the delights of the spring season. Discussions ranged from the

diverse types of food enjoyed during spring to the clothing that

captures the essence of this lively time of the year. Dressed in

delightful seasonal attire, the children added their own flair to the

festivities. Some showcased their rhythmic talents through lively

spring dances, infusing the atmosphere with the energy of the

season. Not stopping there, the young performers also treated the

audience to captivating seasonal dances that reflected the joy of

each unique time of the year. Under the guidance of their teachers,

the children embarked on a creative journey, crafting seasonal

umbrellas. This hands-on activity not only sparked their

imagination but also allowed them to express their understanding of

the season with unparalleled interest and enthusiasm. The Seasonal

Festivity Day at SRKG wasn't just an event; it was an immersive

experience that blended education with enjoyment, creating

cherished memories for our young learners. As they explored the

wonders of the seasons, the children embraced the joy of learning in

a festive and vibrant setting.



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION

Nursey , Jr.KG ,Sr.KG – 24.01.2024

On January 24th, a wave of patriotism swept through

Nursery, JrKG, and SrKG as our little ones came

together to celebrate Republic Day. The day commenced

with a heartfelt introduction by our teachers,

emphasizing the significance of this national festival.

Dressed in tricolour attire, our adorable children

transformed into a sea of unity, with some even

portraying freedom fighters and delivering inspiring

speeches. Children took the lead in a Patriotic Parade,

showcasing their enthusiasm for the nation. The

festivities continued with spirited performances – from

patriotic dances that ignited the spirit of the day to

engaging musical plays that brought history to life. Our

little learners soaked in the essence of Republic Day,

realizing its importance as a crucial national celebration.

In a creative twist, the children crafted tricolour badges

and charming tricolor peacocks, adding their artistic

touch to the festivities. The joy and enthusiasm radiated

through every activity, making Republic Day a

memorable event for our young patriots.



SHOW & TELL
NURSERY – 30.01.2024 

In a feathered extravaganza, our Nursery stars took center

stage in a delightful Show and Tell event centered around

the theme "Wings of Wisdom." Dressed as vibrant birds with

colorful costumes, headgear, and adorable bird props, the

children not only looked the part but also spoke with

confidence and enthusiasm. This creative activity not only

showcased the children's individuality but also provided a

platform for them to share their interests. The event became

a colorful tapestry of unique perspectives and ideas,

fostering a strong sense of community within the classroom.

Through the Show and Tell, our little ones not only learned

about different bird species but also about each other's

personalities and passions. This experience laid the

foundation for positive social interactions and healthy

relationships among peers. The joy of discovery and

understanding blossomed, creating a nurturing environment

that goes beyond the classroom. "Wings of Wisdom" wasn't

just a showcase; it was a celebration of individuality,

fostering empathy, and building connections that will

undoubtedly last a lifetime



SHOW & TELL
Jr.KG – 30.01.2024 

In a feathered extravaganza, our Nursery stars took center

stage in a delightful Show and Tell event centered around

the theme "Wings of Wisdom." Dressed as vibrant birds with

colorful costumes, headgear, and adorable bird props, the

children not only looked the part but also spoke with

confidence and enthusiasm. This creative activity not only

showcased the children's individuality but also provided a

platform for them to share their interests. The event became

a colorful tapestry of unique perspectives and ideas,

fostering a strong sense of community within the classroom.

Through the Show and Tell, our little ones not only learned

about different bird species but also about each other's

personalities and passions. This experience laid the

foundation for positive social interactions and healthy

relationships among peers. The joy of discovery and

understanding blossomed, creating a nurturing environment

that goes beyond the classroom. "Wings of Wisdom" wasn't

just a showcase; it was a celebration of individuality,

fostering empathy, and building connections that will

undoubtedly last a lifetime



Sr.KG – 31-01-24 

SHOW & TELL

In a delightful showcase of creativity and

confidence, our SrKG stars recently stole the

spotlight in a captivating Show and Tell event

themed "Weather Walk." For our senior

kindergarteners, Show and Tell is more than

just a presentation—it's a vital avenue for

developing essential life skills. The event

provided invaluable opportunities for honing

communication, critical thinking, and empathy,

setting the stage for their continued growth. The

inclusive and supportive learning environment

fostered during Show and Tell allows our

children to express themselves with confidence.

This engaging activity not only celebrates

individuality but also strengthens the sense of

community within the classroom. As our SrKG

stars took a charming stroll through the world

of weather, they not only showcased their

imaginative flair but also embraced important

life skills.



PRIMARY I TO V 



PRIMARY I TO V 05.01.2024 & 06.01.24 

PROJECT DAY

“Project Day” helps the students to explore and

learn basic thigs to advanced things. Project theme

chose for Grade 1 to 5 is ‘MASTER” ie.

Mathematics, Art, Science, Technology,

Engineering & Robotics. Students learnt and

presented about various Math & English concepts,

the advancement in Science & Technology across

all the Fields and how Engineering & Robotics play

a vital role in our current life style. Variety of

Models & charts were prepared collabaratively and

were displayed in an organized manner. As this is

also considered as the foundation level. all the

concepts were integrated with the “Toy Pedagogy”

and were presented as fun learning too. This gave

the students a learning environment which also

helped in building their confidence while they were

giving their presentations.



PRIMARY I TO V 12.01.2024 

PONGAL  CELEBRATION

The Pongal Festival, starting from January

15th to 18th in 2024, stands as a cherished

beacon in Tamil culture, celebrating the sun’s

return journey northward after the winter

solstice. Over these four days, communities

engage in vibrant rituals and activities that

reflect deep agricultural thanksgiving and a

renewal of cultural ties. The festival not only

honors traditional customs but also embraces

the spirit of togetherness and hope. As the

festivities reach their zenith, the warm and

unifying greeting of ‘Happy Pongal 2024’

resonates, symbolizing a shared optimism for

the year ahead.” Our students celebrated the

festival with great fervour.



PONGAL CELEBRATION

12.01.24



PRIMARY I to V – 19.01.24 & 24.01.24 

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT SESSION

Personality Development helps

an individual to understand

their own strengths,

weaknesses ad values. For

students it helps to develop

their social skills and grooms

them in a better way. To make

our kids learn more about this,

a “Personality development”

session will be conducted for

the students of grade 1 to 5 on

19.01.24 & 24.01.24 by Ms.

Aishwarya Ravichandran.



PRIMARY I TO V - 23.01.2024 

MEDICAL CHECK UP

At San, we take utmost care of the

Students physical & mental health.

With a view to monitor the health of

the students a “Medical check up”

was done for the students of all the

levels by the “Appollo Shine

Hospital”. Students who needed more

care were intimated through a

prescription slip.



PRIMARY I TO V - 26.01.2024 

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION

Republic day is an important

landmark in Indian history. On

January 26th each year, Indians

celebrate the Constitution of India

coming into force in 1950.On this

day, our Indian constitution became a

reality and thus, the date “26th

January” got etched in history for

eternity.Our students celebrated the

day with speech and dance. Principal

hoisted the Tricolour and addressed

the gathering.



CLUB ACTIVITY
PRIMARY I to V  – 31.01.24

We provide different

activities for our students to

equip them with holistic

education by balancing

academics with

extracurricular activities

and to develop social skills.

Club Activties are

conducted every month to

with a view to develop their

creativity and imagination.

Students were taught on

“Book mark making”

during the clubs and Intra

competition was conducted

on 31.01.24.



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION
GRADE VI TO X 26.01.2024 



PROJECT DAY
GRADE VI TO X 05.01.24 & 06.01.24



ASSEMBLY  - WORLD DAY OF WAR ORPHANS

GRADE 7A – 08.01.24

World Day of War Orphans is

observed on 6 January to spread

awareness about the plight of the war

orphans and to address the traumatic

conditions faced by them. Our grade

7A students of San Academy

Tambaram Paid a tribute to them

during the assembly by staging

various performances like English

speech, Tamil speech, poster making

and sharing their thoughts on it.



RAMANUJAN NATIONAL  MATHEMATICS DAY COMPETITION

GRADE VI TO IX – 12.01.24

Ramanujan National

Mathematics Day

competition was conducted

on 20.12.23 for students of

classes VI to IX. The winners

were announced and the

medals and certificates were

distributed on 12.01.24



ASSEMBLY –NETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE

GRADE VI TO IX – 23.01.2024

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose was among

the key figures to lay the foundation for

the modern Indian state.Netaji Subhas

Chandra Bose Jayanti is celebrated every

year on 23 January to commemorate the

birth anniversary of Subhas Chandra

Bose, one of India's most prominent

freedom fighters. The day is celebrated as

'Parakram Diwas' or Courage Day.

7BStudents at San Academy Tambaram

paid tribute to Netaji by staging various

performances like Tamil and English

speech, posters and singing patriotic

songs.Jonathan of grade 7B was dressed

up as Netaji subhas chandra bose and

Pranav delivered some famous quotes by

him.



PERSONALITY  DEVELOPMENT
GRADE VI TO IX – 24.01.2024

Personality Development helps

an individual to understand

their own strengths,

weaknesses ad values. For

students it helps to develop

their social skills and grooms

them in a better way. To make

our kids learn more about this,

a “Personality development”

session will be conducted for

the students of grade 6 to 9 on

24.01.24 by Ms. Aishwarya

Ravichandran.




